T

rust is everything to Willow, a 4-year-old,
dapple gray horse that once ran wild in
Wyoming and is now in the care of a
Florahome trainer preparing her for a
show in the springtime.
Raechelle Gretencord has won the trust of
another mustang, Shiloh, so much that he is
the only horse – wild or domestic – around
which she will allow her 9-year-old daughter
Kayden unattended.
“He doesn’t have a mean bone in his body.
He lays down, plays dead and shakes,”
Gretencord said.
Now, she is trying to win that kind of trust
with
Willow as one of 50 trainers selected to
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transported to Ocala from a holding facility
lion-dollar horse. I wouldn’t sell him for anyin Nevada, Willow has been in Gretencord’s
thing.
care since Jan. 27.
“Shiloh was more comfortable around peoGretencord, 28, is a full time business
ple (than Willow). He didn’t come straight
owner at Last Link Farms and Fencing LLC,
from a holding facility. He was rounded up as
has lived in the area 20 years and has been
a baby and hadn’t been in the wild as long as
around horses since she was 2. She has
Willow.”
trained horses in Newberry, Gainesville and
Willow had been in a holding facility about
Ocala and trained ponies as a girl.
a year and a half before being placed in
“We bred horses and raised horses since I
Gretencord’s care.
was a little girl. We trained with Noah
In a press release, the Mustang Heritage
Metzger, who was a trainer in Florahome
Foundation said the purpose of the Extreme
when I was little,” Gretencord said.
Mustang Makeover is to “showcase the beauShiloh is 2½ and Gretencord’s first musty, versatility and trainability of wild horses.”
tang, adopted from a trainer in the Palm
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Earning Her Trust

Melbourne to face off with Eastern
Florida State on Sunday in another
doubleheader. Starting time is 1 p.m.
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Raechelle Gretencord feeds 4-year-old mustang Willow during a recent workout.
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